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Cooling te Greenhouse Cheaply
As representatives from 130 nations gathered near Washington this week to plan an
attack on the greenhouse problem, the U.S. Office of Technology Assessment issued
a report that offers just such a plan-actually two plans: a "moderate" and a
"tough"-for the United States. In the moderate scenario, the nation can substantially reduce its own contributions to global warming over the next 25 years while
avoiding any net cost-and the country would even reap side benefits such as a
cleaner environment. Then there's the tough scenario: If the United States followed
the ambitious example of other nations that have already pledged to reduce carbon
dioxide emissions, the costs could be considerable, according to the report, though
not unbearable. In this second scenario, the OTA predicts costs of up to $150 billion
per year, as much as is spent already to reduce all forms of pollution.
So far, the Bush Administration has refused to make even a mild commitment to
cut back on carbon dioxide just for the sake ofavoiding a greenhouse effect. It objects
that the scientific case for taking such action is not clearly established. But whether
the case has been proved or not, OTA's Changing by Degrees: Steps to Reduce
Greenhouse Gases finds that carbon dioxide controls are technically feasible and need
not cripple the economy.
OTA, an agency of Congress, has released these findings at a key moment, just as
the UN-sponsored International Negotiating Committee begins deliberations in
Chantilly, Virginia, on an international climate convention. The agreement, scheduled to be ready for signing in June 1992, would include or shortly lead to numerical
goals for reducing greenhouse gas emissions. But many countries are already setting
their own targets. Germany is planning to reduce emissions 30% below the present
level by the year 2005, for example, and the European Community is aiming at a
more modest goal-holding emissions at the current level by the end of the century.
These countries are likely to propose similar targets during the negotiations. In
contrast, without new legislation, U.S. carbon dioxide emissions will increase 50% by
2015, according to the report.
If the United States were to pursue the tough emissions control scheme, warns the
report, it would have to use most of the technical options available now or likely to
become available early in the next century. The report lists such steps as improving
the insulation of buildings, making motor vehicles and industrial motors more
efficient, and increasing the use of nonfossil electricity generating plants.
However, even in its tough scenario, OTA is not counting on miracles. No
technological breakthroughs would be required, nuclear power would not make a big
comeback, solar-based electricity generation would not be pervasive, and most
people would not be driving 80-mile-per-gallon cars. And OTA did not even
consider technical options that would necessitate "loss of comfort or convenience."
All told, OTA's tough approach to emission control would yield a 20% to 35%
reduction in greenhouse gases by 2015. The report is less specific about costs. "A
rough estimate of the cost range ... is a savings of $20 billion [per year] to a cost of
about $150 billion per year (in 1987 dollars)," says the report.
If this pill seems too bitter, Congress might prefer OTA's moderate scenario. In
it, cogeneration of heat and electricity would be minor, increases in motor vehicle
efficiencies would be modest, and no nonfossil fuel electric utilities would have to
come on line. Existing nuclear plants could contribute, however, by increasing the
proportion of time they are producing power from the current 50% to 75%. Carbon
dioxide emissions would be held to a 15% to 22% increase by 2015 as compared with
the 50% increase that would occur without controls. If the goals of this approach are
modest, so is the price. OTA concludes that this significant reining in of emissions
would more than pay for itself, assuming that oil will be $50 per barrel (in 1987
dollars) by 2015.
The technical means are there, says OTA, but getting Americans to use them will be
a challenge. The report recommends a variety of new regulations and market mechanisms, ranging from performance standards to tax incentive programs. "This report says
you could reduce carbon dioxide emissions," says Rosina Bierbaum, OTA project
director, "but it won't happen without a strong signal that this is national policy."
Noting that U.S. energy consumption froze in the 1970s when oil became dear, she
observes that "we certainly can do it if there's a will."
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capabilities, as well as providing time on a
mainframe for completing the data analysis
back on the ground. The data analysis was
also facilitated by computer programs developed by geoscientists at the Free University
of Berlin (West). In addition, the Free University made a Cessna 207 research plane
available to the collaborators, thus giving
them more flying time.
The team began testing their new system
last fall. In a standard run, the temperature
data obtained in the air are put through the
Western mainframe to generate a visual profile of temperature changes. This is then
compared with video film of the territory
scanned to eliminate known heat sources,
such as houses, factories, and so forth. "If a
factor shows up on the conventional map,
then we know where the heat is coming
from," says Nopirakowski.
The team also accounts for natural ground
variations, such as the presence of water,
sand, or clay, and any known geothermal
sources that may affect the infrared profiles.
Ground crews are then called in to take a
closer look at areas showing any unexplained
temperature increases.
The team's first test flights, made over the
greater Berlin area last November, gave
promising results. The flight team scanned
known trash dumps, and, while the video
images showed green fields, the infrared profile picked up heat emissions from the buried
sites. When mounted on a plane flying at an
altitude of 1000 feet, the scanner's array of
128 sensors can, the researchers found,
evaluate a 400-meter-wide strip of land in a
single pass, picking up temperature changes
as small as 0.1PC.
Now that the initial stages of the infrared
project have proved successful, the collaborators are hoping for additional funding that
will enable them to expand the work. But for
the eastern partners, time may be running
out: The Institute for Space Studies, until
reunification part of the East German Academy of Sciences, is undergoing a credibility
evaluation by an international scientific commission charged with reunifying German science.
So far, Nopirakowski is optimistic. Chances
are good, he says, that the institute will be
incorporated into the unified German scientific community when the commission makes
its recommendations in March. At stake are
400 jobs at the space institute alone, and the
future of research projects like the remotesensing collaboration-one that is certainly
needed given the large task that the Germans
will have in finding the eastern zone's old
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